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Adventure 2

What can you see here?112211

Complete the text about London sights. Then listen and check your work.112222

WONDERFUL LONDON

Buckingham Palace is the __________ of the Royal Family. There are over _________
rooms in it. Some parts of the palace are open to the public. You can see the _________
of Queen Victoria in front of the building.
Westminster Abbey is the most __________ Gothic church in London. It is the corona-
tion church of the British monarchs.
The Houses of Parliament stand by the Thames. There are over 1,000 __________ and 
100 staircases in the building. It has two parts – the House of Lords and the House
of Commons. The clock tower of the Houses of Parliament is 96 m __________.
Big Ben is really the __________ of the 13.5-tonne bell. The minute hands of the clock
are 4.25 m long, the hour hands are 2.7 m long.
The London Eye is a giant Ferris wheel. It’s 135 m high. It takes 26 __________ to go
round. You can have a breathtaking view from the top.
In __________ a huge fire destroyed three-quarters of London. After the __________
Sir Christopher Wren, a famous architect, designed the new building of St Paul’s
Cathedral. It took 35 years to __________ it. 
The roadway of Tower Bridge lifts up to allow big ships to go through. There is
a __________ in the tower. It tells you the __________ of the bridge.
The Tower of London was a fortress, then a prison. Now it is a museum. The White
Tower is the __________ part, it was built in the 11th __________.

century rooms

fire beautiful home oldest museum 1666 build

name history 600 minutes statue high

In the building of the Hungarian Parliament
there are 691 rooms, 29 staircases and 10 inner
yards. Its dome is 96 m high. The building is
268 m long and 118 m wide.

Did you
know?
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1199Adventure 2

Can you see the man in uniform? He is a London policeman on guard in front
of 10, Downing Street. Who lives here? Do the crossword puzzle and you will get
the answer.

112233

WONDERFUL LONDON
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1. Sir Christopher Wren’s cathedral
2. a bridge that can open in the middle
3. a famous clock tower
4. a huge building next to Big Ben
5. the big wheel in London
6. a man wearing a red and black uniform
7. the home of the Royal Family
8. a Warder of the Tower
9. the coronation church

10. a guardsman sitting on a horse
11. London’s river
12. once a fortress and a prison, now a museum
13. the square where the big Christmas tree stands

Who wears them?   P = police officer; H = horse guard; G = guardsman; Y = Yeoman112244
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It is less comfortable than the brown one.

2200
Adventure 2

Read this text and underline the adjectives.

I find Geography more difficult than History. For me Maths and Physics

are the most difficult subjects. Our Maths teacher is very popular. She is the most

popular teacher of our class. She is the most friendly teacher here. She is as fun as our

PE teacher. She likes games more than anything else. She brings really interesting logic

games to school. Maths is less boring and less difficult when we can play and do experiments.

112255

The red car is not as modern as the brown car.

WONDERFUL LONDON

What about you? What is your favourite subject? Why?

Walking with a rucksack isn’t _______________________________________________
Carrying heavy suitcases is more ___________ than ____________________________
Travelling by taxi is the most ___________________________________ way to travel.
Taking a crowded bus is ___________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Complete the sentences and then describe the picture.112266

Whose car is the best? Which one would you like to buy? 
Colour in the cars and then talk about them with your classmate.

112277

tiring
more tiring

less expensive
the most tiring
the least tiring

the most expensive
the most comfortable
the least comfortable

modern

expensive

beautiful

comfortable
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2211Adventure 2

Play NOUGHTS AND CROSSES with a friend.
You can get the squares if you write a correct comparative sentence with
the adjectives or about the vehicles.

112288

Buses are more polluting than trolley buses.

Flying a hot air balloon is more difficult than rowing.

more
polluting

the most
relaxing

healthy

less
comfortable

the fastest

polluting

modern

popular

difficult

more
dangerous

safer the least
tiring

crowded
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expensive

polluting

crowded
tiring

more boring

more interesting

the most popular
the most dangerous

the most beautiful

LO N D O N

2222
Adventure 2

Write these words
in the right boxes.

112299

Complete the table.11221100

Use the words in the table to complete this text. The adjectives are in order, you
just have to choose the right form. Be careful. You have to use one of them twice.
Public transport in London is very ________________. 
The Tube (the London Underground) takes you everywhere. Taking the Tube is the fastest
way of travelling but it is much __________________ than travelling on the surface.
Buses are slower and __________________ but they are the __________________.
From the top you can see everything. It’s not fun on a rainy day though. 
Riding a bike or a scooter is the ________________ of all because London is very
__________________. In fact, it is one of the _________________ capitals in the world.
So, sightseeing in London is __________________ but one of the __________________
things tourists can do in such a __________________ city.

11221111

WONDERFUL LONDON

PLACES

TRANSPORT

PEOPLE

LL OO NN DD OO NN ➟

➟➟

What is the most famous palace in London? Would you like to visit it? Why?

streets ♦ churches ♦ boats ♦ policemen ♦ squares ♦ palaces ♦ the Tube ♦ taxis ♦
police officers ♦ Yeomen ♦ bikes ♦ scooters ♦ towers ♦ traffic jam ♦ abbeys ♦ parks
♦ horse guards ♦ lollipop ladies ♦ cathedrals ♦ guardsmen ♦ The Royal Family ♦
museums ♦ rush hour ♦ double decker buses 
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2233Adventure 2

WONDERFUL LONDON

Do this crossword puzzle. It is about things that can float on water.11221122

Let’s make an unsinkable boat.11221133
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1. Make the boat.
2. Put it on the water.
3. Load it to find out how strong your boat is. Then complete this table.
4. Test other boats too. 

What is the least sinkable boat made of? What size is it? How much can it carry?
How deep does it sink in fresh water and in salty water?

SELF EVALUATION

Now I know how to travel by plane and what to do at the airport. 
I can talk about travelling.
I can interview my classmates about travelling.
I need more help with _____________________________________________.

Boat 1

Material Size Cargo Sinking
in fresh water

Sinking
in salty water

Boat 2
Boat 3
Boat 4

cork
margarine tub

You will need:
• something that floats
• a big bowl of water
• some cargo
You mustn’t use 
toy boats.

➊
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➓
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